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INTRODUCTION

The Master Numbering System has been developed for the purpose of bringing together all Health Facilities and Programs under one system of identification. The list is a composite of health and health related units, facilities, clinics, programs and services. Each such organization has been assigned a unique four digit identifying code.

This guide of the Master Numbering System is an expansion and update of the 2015 version, inclusive of all changes up to April 1, 2016. This document serves as reference material for the 2016 Master Numbering System Code Book.xls. The code book contains five separate listings:

(A) By Name, in alphabetical sequence;
(B) By Master Number, in numerical sequence;
(C) By Facility Number, in numerical sequence;
(D) By Location; in alphabetical sequence;
(E) By LHIN-CODE; in numerical sequence;

The code book has been designed primarily for use by those involved in completion of the CIHI abstract as well as for physicians and practitioners who require this information to submit claims for payment through the Ontario Health Insurance Plan. Other users should contact the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care, Health System Information Management and Investment Division, Health Data Branch for further information concerning their use of the system.
SELECTING THE CORRECT IDENTIFYING NUMBER

Four pieces of information are provided to assist in coding/finding the correct Master Number and Facility Number:

1) Location (city, town, village or place name)
2) Name of facility or program
3) Type (List of abbreviations on page II)
4) Public Hospital Amalgamation

Determine the location of the facility or program. Since several facilities in different locations may bear the same name, verify the location before proceeding:

Example: Blind River St. Joseph’s Health Centre AT 2057
          Toronto St. Joseph’s Health Centre AP 1443

Location of facilities and programs within Metropolitan Toronto are listed under the location Toronto.

Facilities and programs are identified by a type code which indicates a broad service classification. Care must be taken to identify the correct service classification by type since various types of service may be provided within one facility:

Example: Barrie Royal Victoria Regional Health Centre AP 1825
          Royal Victoria Regional Health Centre MH 4513
Please note that due to space limitations on field lengths, some facility names have been truncated or abbreviated and do not necessarily constitute legal names.

In addition to the listed hospital sites, hospitals may, from time to time, run programs and services from various other locations to accommodate program growth, provide services closer to clients etc. Please call the hospital directly for specific details.

**ASSISTANCE OR AMENDMENTS**

If you require assistance in locating a facility, or would like to suggest amendments to the list in the form of corrections or additions, please send e-mail to healthinfo@ontario.ca
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE CODE</th>
<th>BROAD SERVICE CLASSIFICATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>Alternate Payments Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>Ambulatory Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>Ambulance Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>Acute Care Treatment Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Children's Aid Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Correctional Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>Children's Mental Health Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Community Health Centres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Chronic Care Treatment Hosp. and Units of Hosp. (Complex Continuing Care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td>Domiciliary Care Treatment Unit of Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>Detoxification Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>Family Planning Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Home Care Program (Community Care Access Centres)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>Home for the Aged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>Public Health Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO</td>
<td>Health Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF</td>
<td>Independent Facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>Min. Of Health Internally Used Classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI</td>
<td>Law Enforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>Interim Long Term Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
<td>Mental Health Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>Nursing Home (Long Term Care Beds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Nursing Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>Approved Private Radiological Facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Provider Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Physiotherapist (inc. Physiotherapy Centres)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>Rehab. Treatment Centre (Children's Treatment Centre)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>Schedule I and II Facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH</td>
<td>Supportive Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO</td>
<td>Health Service Organization (Family Health Org.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR</td>
<td>Special Rehab. Hosp. &amp; Units of Hospitals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Special Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>Treatment Centre - Addiction (only for the Northern Health Travel Grant Program)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH</td>
<td>Telehealth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM</td>
<td>Temporary Long Term Care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DATES CHANGES EFFECTIVE

EFFECTIVE: MARCH 1993
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

TORONTO, TORONTO HOSPITAL AC
#913, MN#3618 AP
   Toronto General Hospital FAC #913, MN #1452 AP
   Toronto Western Hospital FAC #913, MN #1455AP

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 1993
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

ORANGEVILLE, DUFFERIN-CALEDON HEALTH CARE CORPORATION
FAC #916, MN#3684 AT, #3685 CR
   Orangeville Dufferin Area Hospital FAC #0744, MN #1043 AT, #1044 CR
   Shelburne District Hospital  FAC #0803, MN #1049 AT, #1050 CR

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1995
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

KITCHENER, GRAND RIVER HOSPITAL CORPORATION
FAC #930, MN #3734 AP, #3735 CR, #3736GR
   Kitchener Freeport Hospital FAC #697, MN #1911 CR, #1912 GR
   Kitchener Waterloo Hospital FAC #698, MN #1917 AP, #2222GR

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1995
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

NORTH BAY, NORTH BAY GENERAL HOSPITAL
FAC #906, MN #3411 AT, #3412 CR, #3413GR
   North Bay Civic FAC #740, MN #2129 AT, #2130CR
   North Bay St. Joseph’s FAC #741, MN #2133AT
EFFECTIVE APRIL 1995
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

**SMITHS FALLS, PERTH & SMITHS FALLS DISTRICT HOSP**
FAC #928, MN #3732 AT, #3733 CR
- Perth Great War Memorial FAC #767, MN #1263 AT, #3135 CR
- Smith Falls Community FAC #872, MN #1269 AT, #1270 CR

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1995
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

**WINDSOR HOTEL DIEU GRACE HOSPITAL**
FAC #927, MN #3707 AP, #3728 CR
- Windsor Hotel Dieu of St. Joseph’s FAC #884, MN #1076 AP, #2810 CR
- Windsor Salvation Army Grace FAC #887, MN #1082 AT, #3150 CR

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1995
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

**PARRY SOUND WEST PARRY SOUND HEALTH CENTRE**
FAC# 931, MN #3729 AT, #3730 CR
- Parry Sound District FAC #761, MN #2138 AT
- Parry Sound St. Joseph’s FAC #762, MN #2141 CR

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1995
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

**HOSPITAL OF SISTERS OF CHARITY OF OTTAWA**
FAC # 932, MN # 3781 CR, #3782 GR
- Ottawa Elisabeth Bruyere H C FAC #743 MN #3175 CR
- Ottawa St. Vincent Hospital FAC #754, MN #1689 CR, #1690 GR
EFFECTIVE APRIL 1995
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

WINDSOR REGIONAL HOSPITAL
FAC #933, MN #3844 AP, #3845 CR, #3846 SR
Windsor Western Hospital Centre FAC #752, MN #1089 AP, #2776 CR, #1091 SR
Windsor Metropolitan General FAC #885, MN #1079 AP, #2780 CR

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1996
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

THUNDER BAY REGIONAL HOSPITAL
FAC #935, MN #3853 AP, #3854 CR
Thunder Bay McKellar General FAC #660, MN #2191 AP, #2192 CR
Thunder Bay Gen of Port Arthur FAC # 780, MN #2187 AT

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1996
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

LONDON HEALTH SCIENCES CENTRE
FAC #936, MN #3850 AP, #3851 GR, #3852 SR
London University FAC #899, MN #1500 AP, #1501 GR
London Victoria FAC #717, MN #1502 AP, #1503 SR,
London Children’s Hosp of Western Ont FAC #717, MN #3562 AP

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1996
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

TORONTO, THE WELLESLEY AND CENTRAL HOSPITAL
FAC #937, MN #3702 AP
Toronto The Wellesley Hospital FAC #853, MN #1459 AP
Toronto Central Hospital FAC #830, MN #1383 AT
EFFECTIVE APRIL 1996
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

MINDEN, HALIBURTON HIGHLANDS HEALTH SERVICES CORPORATION
FAC #938, MN #3737 AT
  Haliburton Hospital FAC #902, MN #1153 AT
  Minden Hospital FAC #902, MN #1155 AT

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1996
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

TORONTO, BLOORVIEW HUGH MACMILLAN HEALTH CENTRE
FAC #939, MN #3855 CR, #3856 SR
  Toronto Bloorview Children’s Hospital FAC #836, MN #1377 CR
  Toronto Hugh MacMillan Medical Centre FAC #772, MN #1333 SR

EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1996
The following hospital has been converted to a Charitable Home:

OTTAWA, THE PERLEY AND RIDEAU VETERANS’ HEALTH CENTRE
MN #3859 HF (home for the Aged)
  Ottawa, Perley Hospital FAC#0750, MN #1680 CR
  Ottawa Rideau Veterans Home MN #3404 DM

EFFECTIVE MARCH 31, 1997
The following hospital has been closed for the purposes of reporting and related matters are being moved to Long-Term Care Group:

LONDON, ST. MARY’S HOSPITAL
FAC #0715, MN #1498 CR, MN #3256 GR
EFFECTIVE APRIL, 1997
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

COBOURG, THE NORTHUMBERLAND HEALTH CARE CORPORATION
FAC #940 MN #3860 AT, #3861 CR
   Cobourg District General - FAC # 634 - MN #1600 AT, #1601 CR
   The Port Hope Hospital - FAC # 783 - MN #1607 AT, #1608 CR

EFFECTIVE APRIL, 1997
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

TORONTO, HUMBER RIVER REGIONAL HOSPITAL
FAC #0941, MN #3883 AP
   Humber Memorial Hospital FAC #874, MN #1466 AP
   Northwestern General Hospital FAC #843, MN #1468 AP Closed (InterimLTC)
   York-Finch General Hospital FAC #625, MN #1343 AP

EFFECTIVE APRIL, 1997
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

HAMILTON, HEALTH SCIENCES CORPORATION
FAC #0942,
   MN #1982 AT, #4342 GR, #4231 AM – General Site
   MN #3879 CR, #3881 SR, #4298 AM – Chedoke Site
   MN #1994 AP, #4286 AM – McMaster Site
   MN #1983 AP, #3880 GR, #4285 AM – Henderson Site
      Chedoke-McMaster hospital FAC #0678, MN #1994 AP, #1970 CR, #1971 GR,
      #1973 SR
      Civic Hospital FAC #0672, MN #1982 AT, #1983 AP, #1984 CR, #1985 GR

EFFECTIVE APRIL, 1997
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

TORONTO CITY, REHABILITATION INSTITUTE OF TORONTO
FAC #0944, MN 3893 GR, #3894 CR
   Queen Elizabeth Hospital FAC #0847, MN 2935 CR, #1433 GR, #1432 CR
   Hillcrest Hospital FAC #0835, MN 1403 GR
EFFECTIVE APRIL, 1997

The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

THUNDER BAY, ST. JOSEPH'S CARE GROUP
FAC # 0781, MN 3890 CR, #3891 SR, #3892 GR
St. Joseph’s General Hospital FAC #0781, MN 2196 AT, #2197 SR

EFFECTIVE APRIL, 1997
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

SCUGOG, NORTH DURHAM HOSPITAL – PORT PERRY
FAC # 0945, MN 3898 AT, 3899 CR
Community Memorial Hospital – Port Perry FAC # 0785, MN #1636AT, #1637CR
The Cottage Hospital, Uxbridge FAC # 0866, MN #1641AT, #1642CR

EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 31, 1997
The following hospital has been closed for the purposes and reporting matters. Programs have been transferred to Pembroke General Hospital
PEMBROKE CIVIC HOSPITAL
FAC #0764, MN #1808 AT, MN #1809 CR – CLOSED

EFFECTIVE APRIL, 1998
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

KINCARDINE, SOUTH BRUCE GREY HEALTH CENTRE
FAC # 0946,
MN #3907 AT, # 3908 CR, # 3909 DS – Kincardine Site
MN #4036 AT, #4037 CR, #4038 DS – Durham Site
MN #4039 AT, #4040 CR, #4041 DS – Walkerton Site
MN #4042 AT, #4043 CR – ChesleySite
Durham Memorial Hospital FAC # 0649, MN #1118 AT, #1119 CR
Kincardine and District Hosp. FAC #0691, MN #1026 AT, #1027 CR
Walkerton County Of Bruce Gen.FAC #0869, MN #1036 AT, 1037 CR
Chesley and District Hospital FAC #0630, MN #1022 AT, 3148 CR
EFFECTIVE APRIL, 1998
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

TORONTO, UNIVERSITY HEALTH NETWORK
FAC # 0947, MN 3910 AP, MN 3911 DS
Princes Margaret Hospital FAC #0844, MN #1431 AT
The Toronto Hospital Corporation FAC #0913, MN #3618 AP
Doctors Hospital FAC #0833, MN #1393 AT (Transferred Programs)

EFFECTIVE APRIL, 1998
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

TORONTO, CENTRE FOR ADDICTION AND MENTAL HEALTH
FAC # 0948, MN # 3913 MP
Donwood Institute FAC # 0690, MN #1323 AP
Clarke Institute FAC # 0689, MN #1389 MP
Addiction Research Foundation MN #1367 MP
Queen St. Mental Health MN #1434 OP
Addiction Research – Detox Program MN 3513 DT

EFFECTIVE: APRIL, 1998
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

MISSISSAUGA, TRILLIUM HEALTH CENTRE
FAC # 0949,
MN #3917 AP, MN #3919 DS – Mississauga Site
MN #3918 CR – Etobicoke Queensway Site (Crossed County Boundary)
The Mississauga Hospital FAC #0641, MN #1731 AP, MN #1732 CR
Etobicoke Queensway Gen. FAC #0848, MN #1311 AP, MN #3323 CR

EFFECTIVE: APRIL, 1998
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

OWEN SOUND, GREY BRUCE HEALTH SERVICES
FAC #0955,
MN #3944 AP, #3945 CR, #3946 GR, #3947 DS – Owen Sound Site
MN #4025 AT, #4026 DS – Markdale Site
MN #4027 AT, #4028 CR, #4029 DS – Meaford Site
MN #4030 AT, #4031 CR, #4032 DS – Southampton Site
MN #4033 AT, #4034 CR, #4035 DS – Wiarton Site

Markdale Centre Grey Gen. Hosp. FAC #0722, MN 1127 AT, 0126 DS
Meaford General Hospital FAC #0725, MN 1130 AT, 1131 CR, 0812DS
Southampton Saugeen Mem. Hosp. FAC #0810, MN 1032 AT, 1033 CR, 0872 DS
Owen Sound Grey Bruce Reg.H.C. FAC #0757, MN 1139 AT, 1140 CR, 3203, GR. 0982 DS
Wiarton Bruce Peninsula Hlth. FAC #0875 MN 1038 AT, 1039 CR. 0843 DS
Lion’s Head FAC #0875, MN 1030 AT

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1998
Programs transferred to St Joseph’s Health Care London

LONDON PARKWOOD HOSPITAL
FAC #0713, MN #1495 CR, MN #3403SR.

EFFECTIVE AUGUST 1, 1998
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

OAKVILLE, HALTON HEALTHCARE SERVICES CORPORATION
FAC #0950
MN #3926 AP, #3927 CR, #3928 DS – Oakville Site
MN #4022 AT, #4023 CR, #4024 DS – Milton Site
Oakville Trafalgar Memorial FAC #0742, MN #1172 AP, #1173CR
Milton District Hospital FAC #0897, MN #1167, AT #1168 CR

EFFECTIVE AUGUST 1, 1998
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

BRAMPTON, WILLIAM OSLER HEALTH CENTRE
FAC #0951,
MN #3929 AP, #3930 CR, #3931 DS – Toronto Site
MN #4016 AP, #4017 CR, #4018 DS – Brampton Site
MN #4019 AT, #4020 CR, #4021 DS – Georgetown Site (Crossed County Boundary)
    The Etobicoke General Hospital FAC #0608, MN #1303 AP
    Brampton Peel Memorial Hosp FAC #0615, MN #1720 AP, #1721 CR
    Georgetown and District Memorial FAC #0602, MN #1163 AT, #3604 CR

Effective August 1, 1998
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

OSHAWA, LAKERIDGE HEALTH CORPORATION
FAC #0952,
MN #3932 AP, #3933 CR, #3934 GR, #3935 DS – Oshawa Site
MN #4002 AT, #4003 CR, #4004 DS – Uxbridge Site
MN #4005 AT, #4006 CR, #4007 DS – Scugog Port Perry Site
MN #4008 AT, #4009 CR, #4010 DS – Clarington Bowmanville Mem. Site
MN #4011 AT, #4012 CR, #4013 DS – Whitby Site
    Bowmanville Memorial Hospital FAC #0612, MN #1615 AT, #1616 CR
    Scugog North Durham Health Services FAC #0945, MN #3898 AT, #3899 CR
    Oshawa General Hospital FAC #0746, MN #1629 AP, #1630 CR, #3456 GR
    Whitby General Hospital FAC #0667, MN #1645 AT, #3326 CR

Effective August 1, 1998
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

TORONTO, SUNNYBROOK AND WOMENS COLLEGE HEALTH SCIENCES
CENTRE
FAC #0953,
MN #3936 AP, #3937 CR, #3938 DS, #3939 CR (veteran)
    Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre FAC #0857, MN #1339 AP, MN#1340 CR,
        #3655 CR
    Women’s College Hospital FAC #0862, MN #1464 AP
    Orthopaedic and Arthritic Hospital FAC #0845, MN #1428 AT

EFFECTIVE AUGUST 1, 1998
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:
TORONTO, ROUGE VALLEY HEALTH SYSTEM
FAC #0954,
MN #3943 AP, MN #3940 CR, MN #3941 GR, MN #3942 DS – Centenary Site
MN #4014 AP, MN #4015 DS – Ajax and Pickering Site (Crossed County Boundary)
   Ajax and Pickering General Hospital FAC #0595  MN #1610 AP
   Centenary Hospital Association FAC #0756, MN #1360 AP, MN #3444 CR, MN #3445 GR

EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 2, 1998
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

TORONTO, TORONTO REHABILITATION INSTITUT
FAC #0956,
MN #3949 CR, MN #3950 GR, MN #3951 SR
   Rehabilitation Institute of Toronto FAC #0944, MN #3893 GR, MN #3894 CR
   Lyndhurst Hospital FAC #0840, MN #1327 SR

EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 26, 1998
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

BELLEVILLE, QUINTE HEALTHCARE CORPORATION
FAC #0957,
MN #3988 AP, #3989 CR, #3990 GR, #3998 DS – Belleville Site
MN #3991 AT – Bancroft Site
MN #3992 AT, #3993 CR, #3999 DS – Picton Site
MN #3994 AT, #3995 CR, #4000 DS – Trenton Site
   Belleville General Hospital – FAC #0591 MN 1178 AP, #1179 CR, #1180 GR, #0916 DS
   Bancroft North Hastings District Hosp. MN #1176 AT
   Picton Prince Edward County FAC #0778, MN #1792 AT, #1793 CR, #0909 DS
   Trenton Memorial Hospital FAC #0865, MN #1196 AT, #1197 CR, #0945 DS

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 1999
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

OTTAWA, THE OTTAWA HOSPITAL
FAC # 0958  MN #4046 AP, #4047 DS – Civic Site  
MN #4048 AP, #4049 DS – General Site  
MN #4050 AT, #4051 DS – Riverside Site (Closed – converted to AM)
    Ottawa Civic Hospital – FAC #0748, MN #1676 AP, #0911 DS  
    Ottawa General Hospital – FAC #0883, MN #3174 AP, #0943 DS  
    Ottawa Riverside Hospital – FAC #0871, MN #1683 AT, #0902 DS

**EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 1999**

The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

**SUDBURY, HOPITAL REGIONAL DE SUDBURY REGIONAL HOSPITAL**
FAC # 0959,  
MN #4059 AP, #4060 CR, #4061 SR, #4062 DS, #4063 AM– Laurentian Site  
MN #4064 AP, #4065 DS, #4066 AM – General Site  
MN #4067 AT, #4068 DS, #4069 AM – Memorial Site
    Sudbury General Hospital FAC #0817, MN #2169 AP, MN #0875DS  
    Sudbury Laurentian Hosp. FAC #0841, MN #2159 AT, #2160 CR, #2161 SR, #0844 DS  
    Sudbury Memorial Hosp. FAC #0818, MN #2170 AT, #0879DS

**EFFECTIVE AUGUST 27, 1999**

The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

**THE SCARBOROUGH HOSPITAL**
FAC #0960,  
MN #4152 AP, #4155 GR, #4157 DS – Scarborough Gen.Site  
MN #4154 AP, #4153 CR, #4156 GR, #4158 DS – Salv. Army Grace Site
    Scarborough General Hospital – FAC #0799, MN #1361 AP, #1362 CR, #3170 GR, #0954 DS  
    Scarborough Salv. Army Grace – FAC #0787, MN #3417 AP, #3418 CR, #3532 GR, #0990 DS

**EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 31, 1999**

This facility is closed.
TORONTO ST. BERNARD’S HOSPITAL
FAC#0879, MN 1336

EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 26, 1999,
This facility is CLOSED – for the purposes of reporting and related matters are being moved to the Ottawa Hospital and Queensway Carlton Hospital.

OTTAWA SALVATION ARMY GRACE HOSPITAL
FAC #0755, MN #1687 AT, #0913 DS

EFFECTIVE MARCH 8, 2000
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

NIAGARA HEALTH SYSTEM
FAC #0962,
MN #4210 AT, #4211 CR, 4212 DS #4232 AM – Douglas Mem. Site
MN # 4213 AP, #4214 CR, #4215 DS #3982 AM Greater Niagara Site
MN #4216 AT, #4217 CR, #4218 DS – Niagara–On–The–Lake Site
MN #4219 AT, #4220 CR, #4221 DS #4183 AM– Port Colborne Site
MN #4222 CR, #4223 GR – St. Catharines The Shaver Site
MN #4224 AP, #4225 CR, #4226 DS, #4045 AM St. Catharines Gen Site
MN #4227 AP, #4228 CR, #4229 DS, #3978 AM Welland Coun Gen. Site
MN #4230 GR St. Catharines Niagara Pen. Rehab Site
   Fort Erie Douglas Mem. FAC #658, MN #0939 DS, #1533 AT, #1534 CR
   Niagara Falls the Greater Niagara FAC #738, MN #0930 DS, #1542 AT, #1543 CR
   Niagara–On–The–Lake Gen. Hosp. FAC #737, MN #0853 DS, #1548 AT, #1549 CR
   Port Colborne General Hosp. FAC #782, MN #0938 DS, #1551 AT #2632 CR
   St. Catharines The Shaver Hosp. FAC #623, MN1567 CR, #1568 CR, #3309 GR
   St. Catharines General Hosp. FAC #791, MN #0953 DS, #1570 AP, #1571 CR
   Welland County Gen. Hosp. FAC #873, MN #0962 DS, #1583 AP, #1584 CR
   St. Catharines Niagara Pen. Rehab  MN #1565 RT

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 31, 2001
Programs have been transferred to North York General Hospital.
NORTH YORK BRANSON HOSPITAL  
FAC #878, MN #1329 AP  

**Effective July 31, 2001**  
This facility is CLOSED – for the purposes and reporting matters, programs have been transferred to Toronto, St. Michael’s Hospital.  

WELLESLEY CENTRAL HOSPITAL  
FAC#0937, MN #3702 AP  

**Effective: April 2001**  
The following Ontario Psych Hospitals Transferred Programs:

ROYAL OTTAWA HEALTH CARE GROUP – BROCKVILLE MH  
FAC #0651, MN #4280 MP  
Brockville Psychiatric Hospital MN #1275 OP  

PROVIDENCE CONTINUING CARE CENTRE – KINGSTON MH  
FAC #0695, MN #4281 MP  
Kingston Psychiatric Hospital MN #1102 OP  

ST JOSEPH’S HEALTH CARE SYSTEM – HAMILTON MH  
FAC #0674, MN #4282 MP  
Hamilton Psychiatric Hospital MN #1987 OP  

**Effective April 1, 2001**  
The following Ontario Psych Hospitals Transferred Programs:

ST JOSEPH’S HEALTH CARE, LONDON – ST THOMAS MH  
FAC #0714, MN #4283 MP  
St. Thomas Psychiatric Hospital MN #1061 OP  

ST JOSEPH’S HEALTH CARE, LONDON – LONDON MH  
FAC #0714, MN #4284 MP  
London Psychiatric Hospital MN #1488 OP
EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 2001
The following Hospital Transferred Programs:

ST. JOSEPH’S CARE GROUP – THUNDERBAY
FAC #0781 MN #3890 CR, #3891 SR, #3892 GR
Thunder Bay Hogarth Westmount Hospital FAC #0895, MN #3172 CR

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 2001
This facility is CLOSED for the purposes of reporting and related matters are being moved to Brantford General Hospital.

BRANTFORD ST JOSEPH’S HEALTH CARE SYSTEM
FAC #0618, MN #1012 AT, #2616 CR, 3537 GR, #0985DS

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 2001
This facility is CLOSED for the purposes of reporting and related matters is being moved to Peterborough Civic Hospital – the name of these facilities has been changed to: Peterborough Regional Health Centre April 1, 2001

PETERBOROUGH ST. JOSEPH’S GENERAL HOSPITAL
FAC #0902, MN #0970 DS, #1772 AT, #3700 CR

EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 1, 2001
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

NORTH WELLINGTON HEALTH CARE CORPORATION
FAC #0963,
MN #4323 AT, #4324 CR, #4325 DS, #4207 AM – Mount Forest Site
MN #4326 AT, #4327 CR, #4328 DS, #4208 AM – Palmerston Site
Mount Forest Louise Marshall Hospital – FAC #733, MN #0845 DS, #1957 AT,
#1958 CR
Palmerston and District Hospital – FAC #759, MN #0830 DS, #1962 AT, #2627 CR

EFFECTIVE APRIL 13, 2002
The following Hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:
EFFECTIVE AUGUST 15, 2002
The following Hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

SAULT AREA HOSPITAL
FAC #096, MN #4407 AP, #4408 CR, #4409 GR, #3972 AM #3962 LT
MN #2064 AM – Sault Area Hospital–Richards Landing Unit
MN #2075 AM – Sault Area Hospital–Thessalon Unit

Sault Ste Marie General Hospital Inc – FAC #797, MN #0862 DS, #2066 AT, #2067 CR, #3977 GR
Sault Ste Marie Plummer Memorial Hosp. FAC #901, MN #0858 DS, #2069 AP, #2064 AT, #2075 AT

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 2003
The following Hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

LAMBITON HOSPITALS GROUP – New Name: BLUEWATER HEALTH
FAC #0966,
MN #4415 AP, #4416 CR, #4417 GR, #4109 AM – Sarnia General Site
MN #4418 AT, #4419 CR, #4256 AM – Charlotte Eleanor Englehart Site
Sarnia General Hospital FAC #796, MN #1247 AP
Petrolia Charlotte Eleanor Englehart Hospital FAC #776, MN #1241 AT,#3151 CR

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 2003,
This facility CEASED TO BE A HOSPITAL

SARNIA ST JOSEPH’S HEALTH CENTRE
FAC #0795, MN #3132 CR, #3133 GR

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 2003
The following Ontario Psych Hospital Transferred Programs:

THUNDER BAY, ST. JOSEPH’S CARE GROUP – Lakehead MP Site
FAC #0781, MN #4430 MP
  Thunder Bay Lakehead Psychiatric Hospital MN #2189 OP

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 2003
The Classification for this facility was changed to #1905 AP.

CAMBRIDGE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL – Master Number #1905 AT

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 2003
The following Hospital Transferred Programs:

THE OTTAWA HOSPITAL – The Rehabilitation Centre Site
FAC #0958, MN # 4429 SR
  Royal Ottawa Health Care Group – Rehab Site FAC #0856, MN # 1686 SR, #4128 AM

EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 16, 2003
The following Hospital will be operating as a single entity:

CORNWALL COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
FAC #967, MN #4451 AT, #4452 AM

EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 1, 2003
AM – Acute Services have been transferred to the new Cornwall Community Hospital

CORNWALL HOTEL DIEU
FAC #644, MN #1874 AT, #4072
EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 24, 2003
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

CORNWALL COMMUNITY HOSPITAL/HOPITAL COMMUNAUTAIRE DE CORNWALL
FAC #0967,
MN 4451 AT – Cornwall Community Site (mcconnell site)
MN 4452 AM – Cornwall Community Site (mcconnell site)
MN 4469 AP – Cornwall General Site (second street site)
MN 4470 GR – Cornwall General Site (second street site)
MN 4471 AM – Cornwall General Site (second street site)
  Cornwall General Hospital – FAC #643, MN #1872 AP, MN #3590 GR, MN #4119 AM
  Cornwall Community Hospital – FAC #967, MN #4451 AT, MN #4452 AM

EFFECTIVE MARCH 1, 2004
This facility was CLOSED For the purposes of reporting and matters are being moved to the new LTC facility – Hogarth Riverview Manor MN 4472 NH.

  TUNDER BAY ST JOSEPH’S CARE GROUP–HOGARTH WESTMOUNT SITE
  FAC # 895, MN 3172 CR

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 2004
The following REGIONAL CANCER CENTRES have transferred their programs and services to the following host hospitals and will be reporting under the host hospital Ambulatory Care Master Number as presented below:

  Windsor Regional Cancer Centre – Metropolitan Site MN 4414 AM
  London Regional Cancer Centre – Westminster Site MN 4247 AM
  Hamilton Regional Cancer Centre – Henderson Site MN 4285 AM
  Toronto Sunnybrook Regional CC –Sunnybrook Site MN 4205 AM
  Kingston Regional Cancer Centre – Kingston General Hospital MN 4105 AM
  Ottawa Regional Cancer Centre – Civic Site MN 4079 AM
Northwestern Ontario Regional Cancer C– Thunder Bay Regional Hospital MN 4315 AM
Kitchener Grand River Regional Cancer C– Waterloo Site MN 4107 AM
Durham Regional Cancer Centre – Oshawa Site MN 4171 AM
Peel Regional Cancer Centre – Mississauga Credit Valley Hospital MN 3986 AM
University Health Network – Princes Margaret Site MN 4406 AM
Northeastern Cancer Centre – Sudbury Hopital Regional MN 4063 AM
Sault Ste Marie Algoma Cancer Centre – Sault Area Hospital MN 3972 AM
Simcoe Muskoka Regional Cancer Centre – Royal Victoria Hospital MN 3987 AM
Stronach Regional Cancer Centre – Southlake Regional Health Centre MN 4001 AM

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 5, 2004
LAKERIDGE HEALTH CORPORATION – Uxbridge The Cottage Site FAC #952, MN 4002 AT, #4003 CR, #4173 AM – Transferred Programs and Services to MARKHAM STOUFFVILLE HOSPITAL – Uxbridge The Cottage Hospital FAC #905, MN 4465 AT, #4466 CR, #4467 AM

EFFECTIVE AUGUST 8, 2005
The following Hospitals Transferred Programs and Services to:

THE RELIGIOUS HOSPITALLERS OF ST. JOSEPH OF THE HOTEL DIEU OF ST. CATHARINES
FAC #790, MN #4594 CR, MN #4595 GR
Niagara Health System – The Shaver Hospital Site FAC #962, MN #4222 CR, MN #4223 GR
Niagara Health System – Niagara Pen. Rehab Site FAC #962, MN #4230 GR

EFFECTIVE AUGUST 8, 2005
The following Hospital Transferred Programs and Services to:

NIAGARA HEALTH SYSTEM – ST CATHARINES GENERAL SITE
FAC #962, MN #4224 AP, MN #4045 AM, MN #4558 MH
The Religious Hospitallers of St.Joseph of the Hotel Dieu of St. Catharines FAC #790, MN 1557 AT, MN #3983 AM
The services that were reported under the MN #3983 AM, starting August 8, 2005, these services were transferred to the NHS–St Catharines General Site and reported under the MN #4045 AM until November. From November 2005, these services will be moved back to Hotel Dieu under the new name and number: NIAGARA HEALTH SYSTEM – Ontario Street Site MN #4614 AM.

**Effective August 1, 2005**
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

**MUSKOKA – EAST PARRY SOUND HEALTH SERVICES**
FAC #0968,
MN #4616 AT, #4617 CR, #4618 AM – Huntsville District Memorial Hospital Site
MN #4619 AT, #4620 CR, #4621 AM – Bracebridge South Muskoka Mem Hosp
  Huntsville District Memorial Hospital FAC #0903, MN #1527 AT, #1528 CR, #4258 AM
  Bracebridge South Muskoka Memorial hospital FAC #0614, MN #1523 AT, #1524 CR, #4320 AM

**Effective September 11, 2005**
Acute and Chronic Unit at PARIS WILLETT HOSPITAL FAC #760 MN 1020 CR, MN 3531 AT have been CLOSED. Programs and Services have been transferred to:

**BRANTFORD GENERAL HOSPITAL MN 1006 AP, MN 4615 CR**

**Effective November 1, 2005**
The following Ontario Psych Hospital Transferred Programs:

**SUDSBURY, NORTHEAST MENTAL HEALTH CENTRE – North Bay Campus**
FAC #0679, MN #4583 MH
  North Bay Psychiatric Hospital MN # 2132OP

**Effective January 1, 2006**
WILLIAM OSLER HEALTH CENTRE – Georgetown and District Site FAC #951, MN #4019, #4020, #4433, #4246 – Transferred Programs and
Services to OAKVILLE HALTON HEALTHCARE SERVICES CORP FAC #950, MN #4622 AT, #4623 CR, #4624 AM

EFFECTIVE MARCH 27, 2006
The following Ontario Psych Hospital Transferred Programs:

WHITBY MENTAL HEALTH CENTRE
FAC #969, MN #4579 MH
Whitby Psychiatric Hospital – MN 1648 OP

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 2006
WOMEN’S COLLEGE HOSPITAL – FAC #0862, MN #4631 AM Separated from Sunnybrook Health Sciences and has become strictly out–patient hospital.

NOTE: MN #4627 was assigned to NIAGARA HEALTH SYSTEM – ONTARIO STREET SITE on a temporary basis from August 2005 to December 2005. Data was reported only from August to October 2005.

EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 2006
BROCKVILLE PROVIDENCE CONTINUING CARE CTR–ST VINCENT DE PAUL FAC #620, MN #3948 CR, #4339 GR – Transferred Programs to BROCKVILLE GENERAL HOSPITAL–ST VINCENT DE PAUL SITE FAC #619, MN #4646 CR, #4647 GR

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 2007
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

BRANTFORD, BRANT COMMUNITY HEALTHCARE SYSTEM
FAC #970,
MN 4675 AT, #4676 MH, #4677CR, #4678 GR, #4679 AM – The Brantford Gen Hosp Site
MN 4680 AM – Paris, The Willet Hospital Site
The Brantford General Hosp FAC #617, MN #1006 AT,#4615 CR, #4292 GR, #3996 AM, #4517 MH
Paris, The Willet Hospital FAC #760, MN #4309 AM

**EFFECTIVE JUNE 1, 2007**
SUDBURY NORTHEAST MENTAL HEALTH CENTRE – Sudbury Campus – FAC #679 MN 4561 MH, – Transferred Programs and Services to:

**SUDBURY REGIONAL HOSPITAL FAC #950, MN 4560**

**EFFECTIVE APRIL 25, 2008**
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

**HAMILTON HEALTH SCIENCES CORPORATION**
FAC # 942,
MN 4708 CR – St. Peter’s Hospital Site
St. Peter’s Hospital FAC # 675, MN 2006 CR

Please note: Hamilton Health Sciences Corp retained current Facility and Master Numbers. The only change is the NEW four digit Master Number assigned to St. Peter’s

**EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 6, 2008**
The following hospitals Incorporated as a single entity:

**MOOSE FACTORY, WEENEEBAYKO AREA HEALTH AUTHORITY**
FAC #973,
MN 4698 AT, #4699 AM – Moose Factory Site
MN 4692 AM – Moosonee Site
MN 4700 AT, #4701 CR, #4693 AM – Fort Albany Site
MN 4702 AT, #4703 CR, #4694 AM – Attawapiskat Site
Moosonee James Bay General Hospital FAC #864, MN 2092 AT, #4692 AM
Fort Albany Site MN 2080 AT, #3455 CR, #4693 AM
Attawapiskat Site MN 2101 AT, #3402 CR, #4694 AM
Moose Factory, Weeneebayko General Hospital FAC # 720, MN 2091 AT, #4254 AM
EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 30, 2008
The following hospitals entered Voluntary Integration. Reporting as a single entity:

MIDLAND HURONIA DISTRICT HOSPITAL–Penetanguishene General Hospital Site
FAC #726,
MN 4704 CR, #4705 GR, #4706 AM, #4636 LT – Penetanguishene site
Penetanguishene General Hospital FAC # 766, MN 3717 CR, 3687 GR, #4413 AM

EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 1, 2008
The following New Hospital opened:

ST. JOSEPH’S CONTINUING CARE CENTRE OF SUDBURY
FAC # 0971, MN 4690 CR

EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 15, 2008
The following Ontario Psych Hospital Divested their Programs and Services under Specialty Psychiatric (Public) Hospital Act:

MENTAL HEALTH CENTRE PENETANGUISHENE
FAC#972,
MN 4551 MH, #4550 MH
Penetanguishene Mental Health FAC#992, MN 4551 MH, #4550 MH

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 2011
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

NORTH BAY REGIONAL HEALTH CENTRE
FAC#974, MN 4730 AT, #4731 MH, #4732 CR, #4733 GR, #4734 AM
MN 4735 MH – Kirkwood Place (formerly Sudbury Campus) Site
MN 4736 AT – Kirkwood Place
North Bay General Hosp FAC #906 – MN 3411 AT, #4199 AM, #4689 MH, #3412 CR, #3413 GR
North East Mental Health FAC #679 – Sudbury Campus – MN 4561 MH, # 2164 CM (children MH)
EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 2012

TORONTO REHABILITATION INSTITUTE
FAC #956
MN 3949 CR – Bickle Centre Site
MN 3951 SR – Lyndhurst Hospital Site
MN 3950 GR – Hillcrest Hospital /University Centre Site

Transferred their programs and services to: UNIVERSITY HEALTH NETWORK
FAC #947
MN 4742 CR – Bickle Centre Site
MN 4743 SR – Lyndhurst Hospital Site
MN 4744 GR – Hillcrest Hospital/University Centre Site

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 2012
The following Hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

MISSISSAUGA, THE CREDIT VALLEY HOSPITAL AND TRILLIUM HEALTH CENTRE
FAC #975,
MN 4747 AT, 4748 MH, 4749 CR, 4750 GR, 4751 AM – Credit Valley Hospital Site
MN 4752 AT, 4753 MH, 4754 CR, 4755 GR, 4756 AM – Trillium Health Centre—Mississauga Site
MN 4757 CR, 4758 GR, 4759 AM – Trillium Health Centre–West Toronto Site
The Credit Valley Hospital FAC #731, MN 3286 AT, MN 3287 CR, MN 3288 GR, MN 3986 AM, MN 4536 MH
Trillium Health Centre—Mississauga Site FAC #949, MN 3917 AT, 4150 GR, MN 4090 AM, MN 4537 MH
Trillium Health Centre—West Toronto Site MN 3918 CR, MN 4363 AM

EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2012
The following Hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

SUNNYBROOK HEALTH SCIENCES CENTRE
FAC #953 (no change),
MN 3936 AT, #3937 CR, #4205 AM, #4577 MH, #3939 CR (Veteran Site) – Sunnybrook Health Sciences Site. (no change)
MN 4765 GR, #4766 SR, 4767 AM – St. John’s Rehabilitation Hospital Site NEW
St. John’s Rehabilitation Hospital FAC #880, MN 1377 GR, #4368 SR, #3905 AM

**Effective October 1, 2013**
The following Hospitals Transferred Programs and Services to:

**Windsor Regional Hospital**
FAC #933
Ouellette Campus Site – MN 4773 AT, #4774 AM, #4775 GR, #4776 MH
Metropolitan Site – MN 1079 AT, #4414 AM
Maryvale Site – MN 4607 AT
Hotel–Dieu Grace Hospital–St Joseph’s Site FAC #927, MN 3707 AT, #4142 AM,
#4149 GR, #4580 MH

**Hotel–Dieu Grace Healthcare**
FAC #927
MN 4777 CR, (Unit also known as Dr. Y. Emara Centre
MN 4778 SR, (Unit also known as Dr. Fouad Tayfour Regional Rehab)
MN 4780 MH, (Unit also known as Toldo Neurobehavioural Institution)
MN 4779 AM, #4781 AT
Windsor Regional Hospital – Western Site (Tayfour Campus) FAC #933MN3845
CR, #3846 SR, #4143 AM, #4581 MH

**Effective April 1, 2014**
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

**Hamilton Health Sciences Corporation**
FAC # 942,
MN 4788 AT, #4789 CR, #4790 AM – West Lincoln Memorial Hospital Site
West Lincoln Memorial Hospital – FAC # 664, MN 1538 AT, #1539 CR, #4113 AM

Please note: Hamilton Health Sciences Corp retained current Facility and Master Numbers. The only change is the NEW four digit Master Numbers assigned to Grimsby, West Lincoln Mem.
EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 2015
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

SINAI HEALTH SYSTEM
FAC 976,
MN 4804 AT, #4805 AM, #4806 MH – Mount Sinai Hospital Site
MN 4807 CR, #4808 GR – Bridgepoint Hospital Site
  Mount Sinai Hospital FAC 842, MN 1423 AT, #4110 AM, #4569 MH
  Bridgepoint Hospital FAC 849, MN 1436 GR, #1437 CR

EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 2015
The following hospital is moving to a new building at Keele and 401

HUMBER RIVER HOSPITAL
FAC 941,
MN 4799 AT, #4800 GR, #4801 MH, #4802 AM – Wilson Site
MN 4089 AM – York Finch Site
  Humber River Reg – Church Site –MN 3883 AT, #4293 GR, #4260 AM – (complete closure)
  Humber River Reg – Keele Site – MN 4672 AM, #4568 MH, 4610 AT –
  (complete closure) Humber River Reg – York– Finch Site – MN 1343 AT –closed

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 2016
The following hospitals amalgamated as a single entity:

NORTH OF SUPERIOR HEALTHCARE
FAC 977,
MN 4819 AT, # 4820 AM, #4821 CR – Wilson Memorial Site
MN 4822 AT, # MN 4823 AM, #4824 CR – McCausland Hospital Site
  Wilson Memorial General Hospital FAC # 721, MN 2177 AT, 3669 CR, 3974 AM
  McCausland Hospital FAC 819, MN 2180 AT, 3247 CR, 4118 AM